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1. Make certain that your Plastic Surgeon is 

certified by The American Board of Plastic 

Surgery.  There are multiple boards that 

certify medical doctors for their 

specializations.  American Board of Plastic 

Surgery is the only entity that certifies Plastic 

Surgeons.  There is no other recognized board 

for this purpose despite many similar 

sounding names.  Go to www.abplsurg.org 

and check the status of certification of plastic 

surgeon. 

2. Make certain that your Plastic Surgeon has privileges 

to perform plastic surgery procedures in a reputable 

local hospital.  Hospitals monitor doctor’s competence 

to provide this credentialing.   

 
3. Make certain of accreditation of the operating facility. Most plastic surgery facilities are 

accredited by AAAASF.   

 4. Make certain that your anesthesia provider is qualified.  It is preferable to have an M.D anesthesiologist 

for your surgery since they are medical doctors who are specialized in anesthesia services. 
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5. Don’t settle for your evaluation and consultation by a sales consultant in doctor’s office.   You 

need to have a FACETIME with your Plastic Surgeon, not some proxy.  A surgeon who has no 

time for you before surgery will have no time for you after surgery. 

 
6. Walk away from a high pressure sale pitch.  Plastic surgery is always elective. 

 

7. If promise is too good to be true, it probably is.  

 
8. Don’t price shop.  It can backfire. Cost saving can only come from cutting corners.  

 

9. Stay away from Medical Tourism.  American Medical system is still the best in the world.  

Discriminating patients from countries that offer plastic surgery deals still come to USA for 

their surgery. 

 10. Above all, listen to your instincts.        
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Thank you for requesting 10 Secrets You Must Know 
Before Choosing Your Plastic Surgeon. It is our 

pleasure to share it with you. 
 

 

At Cosmetic Surgical Center, we pride ourselves on always putting our patients first.  
Our consultation is free and there is no obligation.  For qualified patients, financing 
is available through Care Credit, though many patients choose to use their own 
credit cards for their cosmetic surgery. 

Since you have already expressed an interest, it is time to take next step forward.  
Contact us to make your appointment to find out what cosmetic surgery can do for 
you.      

 

 

Dr. Vasdev Rai 

Cosmetic Surgical Center 
7777 Forest Lane Suite C-612 

Dallas, Texas 75230 

(972) 392- 3511 
(800) 558-7355 


